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The three-dimensional viscous time-mean flow in the Pratt & Whitney alternate design
space shuttle main engine fueJ turbine Js simulated using the average passage NavJer-
Stokes equations. The migration of secondary flows generated by upstream blade rows
and their effect on the performance of downstream blade rows is studied. The present
simulation confirms that the flow in this low aspect ratio two stage turbine is highly
three-dimensional and dominated by the tip leakage flow. The tip leakage vortex
generated by the first blade persists through the second vane and influences the
loading of the second blade and adversely affects its performance. The greatest mixing
of the inlet total temperature distortion occurs in the second vane and is due to the
large leakage vortex generated by the upstream rotor. It is asserted that the
predominant spanwise mixing mechanism in this low aspect ratio tubine is the radial
transport due to the deterministically unsteady vortical flow generated by upstream
blade rows. A by-product of the analysis is accurate pressure and heat loads for all
blade rows under the influence of neighboring blade rows. These aero loads are useful


























q = [p,puz, PUr,prue ,Peo]
L= S D,F dAz+ ),G dAr+)_H dAe ]d
),= blockage factor c1 over smeared blade rows
K = source term due to r -e- z coordlnates
S = source term whlch Includes:
[] body forces
[] energy sources
D momenta/energy temporal correlatlons
[] spatlal mlxlng correlatlons
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BLADE 1 SURFACE & AXISYMMETRIC FLOW
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VANE 2 STREAMWISE VORTICITY
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Flow in the Pratt & Whitney ATD SSME HPFTP is highly
3-D and dominated I)y tile leakage flow.
Tile tip leakage vortex from tile first rotor blade persists
through the second vane and alters tl,e second blade's loading.
The l)redonlinant sl)anwise mixing mechanism in this h)w as-
pect ratio turbine is convection due to detcrministic unsteady
vortical flows.
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